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Ab s trac t

Although life stress can be conceptualÍzed as including both positive and

negative life changes, multiple regression analysis of quesËionnaire data

from 160 introductory psychology students showed that scores on t!üo

scales of neuroticism were sígnificantly related only to the amount of

negative lífe change. Tollowing from prevÍous research concerning

moderator variables and life stress, it was hypothesized that subjects

tending to be 1or¡er in sensation seeking would display higher levetrs of

neuroticism under conditions of negative life change. It was further

hypothesized that subjects scoring lower in ego strength r¿ou1d score

higher on measures of neuroticisrn under negative life change conditíons.

The findings did not support either hypotheses that ego strength or

sensation seeking function as moderator variables in the relationshíp

betrueen negatíve life stress and nguroticisrn. Instead" ego strength was

inversely related to neuroticism as a significant predictor of scores

for two neuroticísm scales. Ego strength explained 287" anð 267. respec-

tívely of the varíance in the indices of neuroticisru. Negative life

change was found to be a significant predictor of scores for only one

measure of neuroticisro. contributing an addj-tíonai_ 2'/" to the explained

va¡íance of this measure.



An Investigation of Ego Strength and

Sensation SeekÍng as Moderator

Variables in the Relationship

Between Life Stress and Neuroticism

The last 30 years has seen a major increase in studies, primarily

authored by investigators in the social sciences and medicine, relating

social factors and life events to physical and orr"nororical illness.

According to Rabkín and struening (L976), however, the impetus for the

systematÍc study of these phenomena came in the 1930's. The concept of

stress as the "general adaptation syndrome" was proposed by Hans Selye in

1936 as a set of nonspecific physiological reactíons to various noxious

environmental agents (Se1ye, 1956). During thÍs såme period. Franz

Afexander and his colleagues r¡rere initiating a psychosomatic theory of

illness by relatíng personality characteristics to selected organíc

syndromes (Alexander, 1950). The stress and psychosomatíc models of

il-lness have been gradually converging as they developed- and today the

interest areas and assr¡mptions of psychosomatic research and stress

research overlap to a certain extent.

As wel-1 as in increasing general acceptance of the function of

socially induced stress as a precipítating factor in many chronic diseases.

the concept of stress as a ccrmponent of "psychosomatic disease" has been

broadened to include stress as a possible component of any disease.

In the formulation of a revised etiological model,

illness onset ís generally associated with a number

of potentÍa1 factors, including the presence of

stressful environmental condítionsr perception by



the indÍvÍdua1 that such condítions are stressful,

the relative ability

conditions, genetic

and the presence of

L976, p. I014) .

to cope r¿ith or adapt to these

predisposition to a disease,

a disease agent (Rabkin & Strueníng,

However, the stress concept ín the etiological model proposed by Rabkin

and Struening does not explain why some people are more prone to illness

Ëhan others. This matter has received attention in the large body of

research literature that has focused on the relationships between life

event changes, stress, and illness onset.

Life events research stems from cannonrs (L929) observation of

bodíly changes related to paÍn, hunger, and the major emotions, and from

Meyer's (1951) "1ife chart" lnvestígations of the temporal sequence

linking the occurrence of life events and symptous. The fÍe1d of life

events research was first given formal recognition at tlne l-949 conference

of the Association for Research in Nervous and Mental Diseases: Life

Stress and Bodily Disease (Wolff, Wolf, & Hare, 1950). More recently,

Holmes and Rahe's (r967) work concerníng the extent of readjustment

requlred by varíous envlronmental events has marked a further advance

in the demonstration of a temporal associatÍon between a recent increase

in the number of events that requíre socially adaptive responses by the

indivídual and the onset of íllness.

The Schedule of Recent Experiences (SRn), developed by Holmes and

Rahe (1967), is the most ruidely used instrument in life stress research.

Subjects indícate on this self-admínistered questionnaire any events from

a líst of 43 life events that they have experienced during the previous

six months or one year. Holmes and Rahe (1967) used the SRE to construct

the Social Readjustment Rating Scale (SRRS). This scale was based on a
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large sample's magnitude estimations (stevens, L966) of the amount of

social readjustment that lhe various life events requíred. Values termed

"life change units" \^reïe calculated and taken to ïepresent the average

amount of social readjustment required by the events. A total life stress

score for a given time span is obtained by summÍng the life change units

of those events that have occurred during that period.

Usíng the SR-E and simílar schedules as a defi.nition of stress, a

large body of research literature has had as its focus the investigatíon

of the relationship between life change (stress) and the occurrence and

magnitude of illness. A number of studies have provided support for the

existence of a relatÍonshi-p between life stress, defined Ín terms of

self-reported 1Ífe changes, and physical í1lness in general (Holmes &

Masuda, r974; Rahe, r974a), and specific diseases such as eczema

(D. G. Brovm, L972), acute glaucoma (cohen & Hajioff, Lg72), juvenile

rheumatoid arthritÍs (Heisel, I972), and myocardial infarction (Connolly,

L976; Lundberg, Theorell, & Lind, L975; Rahe & paasikiví, r97r; Theorell &

Rahe, I97L). Stressful -Iife events have been -Linked to sudden cardiac

death (Rahe & Lind, l97l), major and mínor health problems (Rahe, 1968),

and serÍousness of chronic íllness (wyler, Masuda, & Holmes, i97I).

0ther researchers have reported a relationship between life change and

depression (G. I{. Brown, T974; Markush & Favero, Lg74; paykel, L974;

Paykel & Tanner, L976; vinokur & selzer , 1915) attempted suicide (paykel,

1974), neurosis (cooper & sy1ph, r973; Tennanr & Andrerus, 197B); schizo-

phrenia (G. I{. Bronn, I974; Jacobs & Myers, Lg76), and psvchiatrÍc

symptomatology (Dekker & trlebb, Lg74; Dohrenrvend, Lg73, Dohrenr+end &

Dohrenwend, 1969; Leavitt, Garron, & Bieli-auskas, l9B0; Markush & Favero,

L974; Ilyers, Lindenthal , & Pepper, Lg7i, I974, I975; I'tyers, Lindenrhal ,

Pepper, & 0strander, L972; Mueller, Edurards, & yarvis, I977; Wildman &
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Johnson, I977) . In an explanatory model for tire relationship between Iife

change and health change, life change is viewed as a challenge to the

individual's adaptive capacíties rvhich causes emotional and physiologícal

strain. Subsequent alterations ín the psychophysiological system of the

individual lower resÍstance to illness, and the result is health failure

in the stressed individual's most vulnerable areas (Rahe, I974b). Indeed,

many authors have interpreted the frequent findings of a relationship

between life change and í11ness orr"", as confimuaron of the etiological

significance of life stress.

Methodological Concerns in Life Events Research

Rabkín and Struening (I976) expressed the concern that the fíndings

and flaivs of early studíes on the relations of life events, stress, and

the onset of illness were being repeated by many recent studies. These

authors suggested the possíbility that a hierarchícat growth and development

of knowledge in the field ruas being unduly delayed. In a comprehensíve

revj-ew article, Rabkin and Struening crítically evaluated the research

lÍterature in this area. They covered issues of method as well as content,

and recommended more comprehensive approaches to substantive issues.

Although the SRE and the SRRS (Holmes & Rahe, L967) have advanced the

investigation of life stress and illness conconritants, several deficíencies

of these measures have been reported (G. I{. Brown, L974; Dohrenwend &

Dohrenwend, L97B; Hough, Fairbank, & Garcia,7976; Hurst, Jenkins, & Rose,

1978; Tennant & Andrervs, 7978; Rabkin & Srruenj_ng, 1976).

The first major criticísm of research in this area is that life change

has been conceptualized as a unidímensional measure (Holmes & Masuda, L974;

Rahe, I974a). The Social Readjustment Rating Scale (Holrnes & Rahe, 1967)

and the Guttman-Lingoes rnethod of small-est space analysis - I for symmetrical
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matrices (Bloombaum, L973; Guttman, L96B; Lingoes, l96B) r^/ere used in a

study by Ruch (1917) toho reported that life change has three dimensior¡s,

These dimensions are the cìegree of change, the desirability of the change,

and the lífe area in l¡hích the event occurs. The author interpreted the

data analysis as indicating that the quantitative dimension of degree of

life change r\ras more pri-mary than the qualítative dimensions of desírabí1ity

of life change and area of life change. This interpretation is open to

criticism as the subjects in the study "were asked to evaluate what they

thought would be the usual or typical intensity and length of time needed

to adjust to the lÍfe event regardless of íts desirabÍlity" (Ruch, I97 r-,

p. 74). Hor,¡ever, instructing the subjects to judge the events in terms of

intensity may have affected the orderíng of the dimensions, and an analysis

of data that Íncluded subjective judgements of intensity and desirabilíty

would have been more approprÍate. Ruchrs analysis, by correlating life

change units (eventst social readjustment values) over raters, has produced

findings whích "pertain to only one of many potentially important domains

of qualitative variations among events" (Redfield & stone, L979, p.148).

A particular problem ruith the Schedule of Recent Experiencê \rrâs the

basic assumption underrying Holmes and Rahe's (1967) tenet that life

changes are stressful regardless of the desirabilíty of the events

experienced. Life stress scores \ùere determined by combining both

desirable and undesirable events. However, the 1ogÍc of combÍning both

positive and negative events has been questioned by several researchers

(G. \^1. Brown, Lgl4; |lechanic, 1975; Redfield & Srone, I97g; Sarason, de

Monchaux, & Hunt, L975).

One study in particular rvhich provided data shor¿ing separate values

for positive and negative life change using a specially modified version

of the SRE r.¿as that of Vinokur and Selzer (1975). Although rhe invesrígarion



provided support for an associatÍon between life changes and several

personality measures, thÍs relationship was found only rtith a measure of

undesirable events. Thus, positive change did not appear to be systema-

tícally related to the dependent measures under scrutiny. Sinrilar results

have been reported by a number of studies (Johnson & Sarason, I97B;

Mueller, Edwards, & Yarvis, 1977; I$ers, Lindenthal, & Pepper, I97L;

Sarason, Johnson, & Siegel, I978; SnLith, Johnson, 
-& 

Sarason, 1978). These

studies all suggest that life stress be conceptualized primarily in terms

of negative life change rather than in terr¡s of change "per se".

Another criticism of the unidimensional concept of stress (life

evenLs) has been made by Redfield and Stone (1979), who ldentified three

Ínportant dÍmensions of qualitatÍve variatíon among life events using a

three-mode factor analysis model (Tucker, 1966), and a 44-ítem life events

inventory. The dimensions of change, desirability, and meaningfulness

rvere found to represent independent reliable sources of variation arnong

events, suggesting that ratings of the stressfulness of life events be

multidlmensional. Tennant and Andrews (1978) have also suggested the use

of multidimensional scalings to fací1ítate further examination of the

pathogenic qualÍty of life events with respect to illness.

lndividual perceptions of the desirabífity and impact of life events

r^/ere not evaluated by most research investigations ín the life stress area.

This may have led to inaccurate appraisals of the effect of life stress

on dÍfferent individuals and subject groups. In a revieru of the research

presented at the 1949 conference of the Assocíation for Research in

Nervous and Mental Diseases: Life Stress and Bodily Disease, I{olff

stated that "regardless of the apparent magnitude, the capacity of a given

stress to evoke a protective reaction is a function of its significance

to the implicared indivídual" (l^lo1ff , 1950, p. L079). Ìfore recently,
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Redfield and Stone (L979) made the statenent that "individual differences

are so potent a source of variance in life-events ratings that averages

taken over large samples do not adequately represent individual perceptions

of life events" (p. I52). These authors suggested that ratings be obtained

from those persons under study as a result of their finding that events

were differentially desirable, meaningful, and change producing for

dífferent subject groups

Htrrst, Jenkins, and Rose (1978) demonstrated that total life change

scores obtained by sumnring publíshed normatÍve weights differed signifi-

cantly from the total adjustment or distress indicated by those men who

experienced the events. These ínvestígators used the Schedule of Recent

Experience (Holmes & Rahe, 1967) and the questÍ-onnaíre devised by Paykel,

Prusoff, and Uhlenhuth (I97I) to obtain tlo different systematíc measure-

ments of life events. A sample of 416 a1-r traffic controllers was used

ín this three-year prospective study of health change. The air traffic

controllers gave adjustment ratlngs that \^/ere 50% higher on the average

than the normative groups ratíngs for the sRE. The same subjects gave

distress ratings averagíng 502 lorver than the normative ratings for the

Paykel et a1. questÍonnaire. As well, the results of the HursL et al.

study indicated that lÍfe change scores based on normative weights are

highly influenced by the number of life events that are experienced.

Sinrilar results of group dÍfferences in mean social readjustment ratings

both with and rvithout rank order differences, have been reported by a

number of investigators (Hough et a1., I976; Lundberg & Theorell, L976;

I{yatt, I977). In additÍon to stable differences betv¡een groups, reliable

indívidual differences rvithin homogeneous samples may also influence

readjustment ratings (Redfield & Stone , I9l9). Considering the available

evidence, it would appear that life change scores based on indivldual
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ratings should be used to indicate the potential impact of life change.

0n attempt to overcome some of the above criticisms is the Life

Experíences Survey (ffS; Sarason, Johnson, & Siegel, 1978) whích allows

for the separate assessment of positive and negative life experiences, as

ruell as individualLzed ratings of the impact or meanÍngfulness of life

events. Thus, in the authorsr judgement, the LES appears at rhe present

to be the best attempt at a multidimensional measure for the study of the

pathogenic quality of 1ífe event stress

The Life Experiences Survey

The Life Experiences Survey (Sarason et al. , 1978) is a 57-item self-

report measure of life stress composed of two sections. The first section

contains a list of 47 specific events which refer to life changes that are

conmon to indÍviduals Ín a wÍde varíety of sÍLuations, plus three blank

spaces in rvhich respondents can indicate other events Lhat they may harze

experienced. The second section lísts 10 events r^¡hich have been desÍgned

primarily for use with students, as the events deal specífica1ly wíth

changes experienced in the acadenric environment. This section is used in

combination with the fÍrst section to derive life change scores for a

student population.

The LES lists 34 events which are sirn-Llar in content to those found

in the SRE, although certain items such as "pregnancy" were made more

specÍfic. The LES has dichotomized the item pregnancy, which may be

endorsed by a woman but perhaps not by a man rvhose wife or gírlfriend

has become pregnant, in such a nanner that Ít is readily apparent that

tire item can be endorsed by both men and r,'omen. The SRE item "I\Tife

begins or stops work" fails to assess the impact on \ùomen rvhose husbands

begin or stop worlc, so the LES lists this Ítem for "marríed females" as
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rvell as for "married males". The LES has included ner,¡ events such as

male and female items dealing with abortion and more general items such

as engagement, breaking up wÍth boyfriend/girlfriend, and seríous injury

or ill-ness of close friend. Some of the SRE events \^7ere rervorded in the

LES to simplify responciing, while others thought to be of relatively lictle

consequence such as christmas ahd vacation r.rere not included.

Respondents are required to gÍve separate ratings of the desirabí1íty

and impact of events in the LES that they have experienced during the past

year' As rvel-l, the interval of occurrence of an event can be indicated

as 0-6 months or 7 months-I year. The respondents indicate the desirability

of an event as being positive or negative, and the perceÍved impact of

tl-re particular event on their life at the time of occurrence is rated on

a 7-point scale ranging from extremely negative (-3) to extremely positÍve

(+3). A positive change score is derived by summing the Ímpact rating of

those events designated by the subject as positive, and a negative change

score ís derived by summing the impact ratings of the negativel.ri clesignated

events. A total change score representing the total amount of rated change

experienced b-v the subject duríng tire past year can be obtained by summing

the positÍve and negative change scores.

Sarason et a1. (1978) have reported results from a number of studies

thel' conducted using the LES to gather information on this new measure of

1Ífe sLress. In an initial study rtrith the LES of 345 undergraduate students

(174 males and 171 f emales ) , the-rz f e.trd no signif icant dif f erence be trveen

males and females on any of the three life change measures, and the positive

and negative life change scores Lrere essentially uncorrelated.

T¡vo test-retest reliabilitl' studies of the LES rvere conducted rvith

34 undergraduate subjects in the first study,59 subjects in the seco¡d,

and a fÍve to six rveek tíme interval betrseen test and retest. Pearson
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product-moment correlations trere computed to determine reliability coeffi-

cients for the positive change score (.10 and .53, p < .0Ol), the negative

change score (.56 and.BB, p <.001), and the tolal change score (.63 an¿

.64, p < .001). The authors reporÈed results of another investigation

of a small sample of 12 subjects rvho took tr"¡o different administrations

of the LES separated by an eight week interval. ReliabÍ1íty coefficients

for these subjects were obtaíned for,positive rife change (.6L, p <.05),

negative life change 1.72, p <.01), and total life change scores (.82,

p < .00i).

The results reported by Sarason et al. (1978) suggest that although

the findíngs of the test-retest studies vary to some extent, perhaps due

to the relatively small sample sÍzes, the LES is a moderately reliable

ínstrument especially when the negative and total lífe change scores are

considered. It appears that lhe reliabilÍty of the measure of life change

is likely to be underestimated by test-retest reliability coefficients

found with instruments of this type. Responses given at the time of

retesting may reflect the fact that subjects may actLrally experience a

varíety of positive and negative events during a time interval of five to

eight r¿eeks.

As subjects generally seem to report somewhat higher

levels of positive than negative change on the LES,

Ít seems possible that the lower reliabílity estÍmates

found rvith the positive change measure may be due, in

part, to the greater likelÍhood of posítive changes

occurring rvithin the time Ínterval betrueen test and

retest (Sarason et a1., 1978, p. 936).

A comparfson of the LES rvith the Schedule of Recent Experiences \^/as

accomplished by scoring only the 34 items of the LES that are common to



the SRE (Holmes & Rahe, 1967)

L2

As rvell as derlving LES positive, negative,

and total life change scores from these events, a four:th measure tvas

obtained by applying the life change units used with the SRE to each of

the 34 items. The LES, the Beck Depression Invenlory (Beck, 1967), and

the state-Trait Anxiety Inventory (spielberger, Gorsuch, & Lushene, 1970)

rvere adnrinistered to 69 female subjects Írom undergraduate human sexuality

courses in one comparative study. No significant .correlations were found

between any of the four life change measures and anxiety, but these results

may be due to the rather select nature of the sample studied. Signíficant

correlatj-ons \ùere obtained between depression and negative (.37, p < .01),

and total (.24, p <.05) LES scores. The correlatÍons between depression

and the positive LES score (.OZ¡, and the SRI life change unit score (.L7)

rùere nonsigníficant. The difference betr¿een the correlations obtaÍned rvith

the SR-E score and the LES negative change score was signifÍcant, i(66)

2.3I , ,¡, <.05. In a second comparative studl', the relationships betrveen

the LES and SR-E measures and the scores on Lanyon's Psychological Screening

Inventory (PSI; I910) were investigated. The LES negative change score

correlated significantly with Social Nonconformit_v (.26, ¡t <.05) and

Discomfort (.25, lt <.05) when only 34 items r¿ere scored. However, no

significant relatíonships were found between the tr¿o PSI adjustment measures

(Slt and 0¿) and the SRE life change unit score. Although no significant

dif f erences r^/ere evidenced betrveen these correlations, the pattern of

results from this second comparative stud.v, and the significant results

reported in the f irst comparative s tudy appear to support the r¡alídit-v of

the LES measure of negative life change. Sarason et al-. (1978) suggested

that it is the negatíve change measure that should be used if the degree

of t'life stresst'is to be assessed.

Paykel, Prusoff, and Uhlenhuth (I977) have reported evidence that
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life change and distress are significantly associated. However, Tennant

and Andrern's (L978) demonstrated, by the use of matched scalings of a life

events inventory, that the concepts of life change and dístress are

qualitatively distinct. These authors concluded that neurotic impairment

is preceded by events that exert theír pathogenic influence as a result of

their 'remotionally dístressing nature" and not because of the number of

life change events exhibj-ted or the life change score produced. Other

researchers have províded evidence supportíng a signifj-cant relationship

between neuroticism and negative life change events (Sarason et al., I97B;

Smith et a1., 1978).

Therefore, to determine if life stress should be conceptualízed

primarily in terms of negative life change rather than in teril¡s of change

per se, the present study examined the effects of both positive l1fe change

and negative lífe change on t\^7o dependent measures of neuroticism.

Neuroticism as a Dependent Measure

The Discomfort (Dl) scale of Lanyon's (1970) Psychological Screening

Inventory was designed to assess the personalíty dimension of anxiety or

perceived maladjustment (neuroticÍsm). Individuals high on this dimensíon

have been descríbed as

readllty susceptible to anxiety and to neurotic breakdown

under stress, tending to get little enjoyment from life,

complaining of varied somatic symptoms, and admitting to

many psychological discomforts and dífficultÍes. Persons

lorv on this dimensíon are considered to perceíve themselves

as satisfied and subjectively comfortable, adaptable and

resourceful , and able to meet neru situations \^rith flexibility

(Lanyon, 1970, p. 3).
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Evidence for the validity of the DÍscomfort scale involves relation-

ships v¡ith other scales designed to measure the same constïuct, since the

Di scale was designed to assess a construct rather than to make empirical

discriminations. Lanyon reported that factor loadings of the Discomfort

scale demonstrate a strong refationship to the first factor or dímension

generally reported in factor analytic studies of personality data. The

factor loadings shorv that tne Dí scale is highly r.elated to this factor

for both rnales and females, as are the llinnesota }fultíphasic Personality

rnventory (Io'fPr; Dahlstrom & welsh, 1960) scales Sc, F, A, and PÍ. (ar]-

loadings > .75). It appears evident from the preceding scales that the

factor can be identifíed as one of anxiety and general emotional disturbance.

The A factor scale of the !ß{PI, rvhich was developed to assess this factor,

rvas related to the 0i scale with correlations of .75 and .72. The Díscom-

fort scale has sho¡¡n simÍlar high correlations with a number of CalÍfornia

Psychological Inventory (CPI) scales such as Tolerance (=.68), Achievement

via conformance (-.01¡, Self-conrrol (-.60), I{el1-Beirg (-.6j), and value

Orientatíon (-.61). The Value Oríentatíon scale is a CPI measuïe corres-

ponding in reverse to the "discomfort" factor (Níchots & Schnell, 1963).

The correlatj-on of the Dí scale r+ith the neuroticism scale of Eysenck's

(1962) Maudsley Personality Inventory (MPI) was "73 for 81 male undergra-

duate college students. Thís finding supports the validity of Lanyonrs

measure of Discomfort as both the DL scale and Eysenckts neurotícism scale

were designed to assess the same factor.

The internal consistency of the Di scale ruas found by Lanyon (1970)

to be . 85 using a group of undergraduates composed of equal numbers of

males and females. The correlation between scores on t\^7o administrations

of the test, four weeks apart, Lo 54 undergraduates (17 males, 37 females)

was used as an estimate of the test-retest reliability (rL = .92) of the
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Discomfort sca1e. The internal consistency> test-retest stabilíty, and

validity of the Di scale r,ras corisidered by the author to be satisfacLory,

and thus will be one dependent measure of psychological distress of

"neuroticismtt used in the present study,

In a study by Baggaley and Riedel (1966), four variables were

constructed from ìOÍPI items. The variables, based on factor analytic

studies, \.rere poor physical health, neuroticism, psychotic tendencies, and

paraonia. The authors administered an assembly of 100 items to three

groups of neuro-psychíatric patients and a group of medical patients.

Their sample consisted of 29 medical patients, 30 neurotícs, 16 paranoid

psychotics, and 17 "other psychotics".

The reliability of the l8-item measure of neuroticism as calculated by

Kuder and Richardson's procedure vras . 83 (Baggaley & Riedel , 7966). Results

of the study demonstrated a sígníficantly lower neurotÍcísm score for the

medical patients (p..OS) than for the other three groups. The neurotícs

scored signíficantly lower (p < .05) than the paranoid psychotícs. Baggaley

and Riedel suggested that the assembly shorved favorable díscriminating

pol\7er, and thus a second dependent measure of neuroticism will be assessed

using their neuroticism scale.

Moderator Varíables in Life Stress Research

Sarason et al. (1978) noted that although significant relationships

between life change scores and dependent measures \ùere found ln theír

research, the magnitude of the correlations t^/as generally low. Thís

finding \rras consistent rvith the results of other life stress studies, and

suggested that life stress accounted for a relatively sma11 proportíon of

the varíance reflected in the different dependent measures used. It has

been hypothesized that people are probably dífferentially affected by life

stress due to their individua-I characteristics (Dohrenwend & Dohrenwend,
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L974). It is also possible that some individuals may be affected verlz

little by hÍgh levels of life stress, rvhile others may be greatly affecteci

by even moderate level-s of change. Considering thÍs, correlations of the

low magnitude that have typically been obtained rvoulcl appear justifled.

Sarason et al-. (1978) stated that "perhaps we can expect to fínd stronger

relationships only as variables determining the effects of life change are

taken into account" (p. 94I). Those, variables rvhich determine the effects

of life change may be mediating factors such as personality anð,for situa-

tional variables.

Evídence of a variable mediating the effects of life stress was

reported by Nucko1ls, Cassel, and Kaplan (I972) rvho examined the relation-

ships between life stress and pregnancy and birth complícations. Expectant

mothers in theÍr thirty-second rveek of pregnancy rvere administered the

Schedule of Recent ExperÍences (Holmes & Rahe, 1967), and a psychosocial

Assets Scale designed by the authors to assess the degree to r.¡hich women

possess support systems ín their environment. A significant relationship

betrveen life stress and birth complications was found onl1i for subjects

r'rho had lor^' I evels of psychosocial assets. hTomen showing hígh levels of

both lÍfe change and psychosocial assets had only one-third the number of

complications as those ivho displayed high levels of life change and. 1ow

levefs of psvchosocial assets.

Another variable that might functíon as a moderator of life stress

r'ras suggested by the results of a study conducted by Johnson and Sarason

(1978). The authors investÍgated the relationship betrueen life change ancl

measures of anxiet,v and depressi,on as a functíon of locus of control

orientation (Rotter, 1966). rnternal locus of control refers to the

disposition to attribute to oneself some control over environmental

reínforcements. External- control results from a belief of luci<, fate,
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Po\^/erful others, or that the world is too complex to understand and predict.

As life change ma,v have its rnost adverse effects on individuals who perceive

themselves as having 1itt1e or no control over envÍronmenLal events, the

authors predícted that life stress would be related to anxiety and depres-

sion only with subjects who \^rere external in locus of control. The

subjects (34 male and 90 female undergraduate students) were administered

the LES, the state-Trait Anxiety rnvenrory (Spielberger et a1., LgTo), the

Beck Depression Inventory (Beck, 1967), and Rotter's (1966) Locus of Control

Sca1e. I^lhí1e no significant relationshíps were found betrueen the measure

of positive life change and any of the dependent measures, negative change

was found to be significanrly correlated nÍth both depression (.32, p <

.005) and trait anxiety (.31, p <.005). These resurts, however, \,/ere found

only for subjects who were external in locus of control, supporting the

hypothesÍs of Johnson and Sarason that locus of control orientation may

be a moderaLor variable in the relationship between negative life change ancl

anxiety and depression.

An additional moderator variable examined ín the literature \,ras the

sensation-seeking motÍve. A study by SnLith et al. (1978) ínvestigated

the relationship betrveen life change and a measure of neuroticísm in

subjects differir,rg in scores on the Sensation-Seeking Scale (SSS; Zuckerman,

Kolin, Price, & Zoob, 1964). The SSS is a measllre of the tendency to seek

novel, risk-takíng, and stimulating actÍvities. High sensation seekers

presumably have a high optirnal level of stimulation, rvhile lorv sensation

seekers are thought to have a 1or+ optimal level. It rvas hypothesized by

the authors that low sensation seekers, rn'ho nÍght be expected to avoid

change and arousÍng stimulus input, rvould be more negatively affected by

life stress than would high sensation seekers. The subjects in this study

t¡ere 75 college undergraduates (42 males and 33 females) who were admínistered
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the Z7-item SSS, the Life Experiences survey, and the Discomfort (Dl)

scale of the Psychological Screening rnventory (Lanyon, r970), which

served as the dependent variable measure of neuroticism. Subjects 1vith

hÍgher negatíve life change scores (M = 10.97) had signlfÍcantly higher

scores on the Di scale, F (1,71) = 4.75, p < .05, than low scores (l{ =

8.71). No significant relationshÍp betr¡een life change and neuroticism

r,¿as found for hígh sensation seekers,. However, wÏ¡en responses of subjects

scoríng lorv on the SSS r¡ere analyzed, a significant relationship between

negative life change and the measure of neuroticism emerged. Low sensation

seekers who were high in negative life change (1.4 = L2.44) had significantly

higher neLlrotícism scores than did low sensation seekers who had experienced

1ow levels of negative change (iU = 9.00). hhile a correlational analysis

to determine the relatíonship between negative life change scores and

DÍscomfort scale scores Tras not significant (/t = .15) for hÍgh sensation

seekers, a significant relationship (fL = .35) was evidenced for subjects

fow in the sensation-seekJ-ng motive. The results provide support for the

vierv that sensation seekÍng mediates the effects of life stress.

Thus, from the 11fe stress literature reviewed, psychosocial assets,

locus of control, and sensation-seeking tendency have been identÍfied as

significant moderator varíables. Since Smith et a1. (L978) have demonstrated

that the sensation-seeking tendency Ís an important moderator variable 1n

the relationship between life stress and neuroticism, the present study,

which also exaruined this relationship, has included the sensatíon-seeking

motive as one of the moderator variables under ínvestigation.

The Sensation-Seeking }lotíve

A number of authors have proposed the concept of an optimal level- of

stimulation, excitation, or actívation (Berlyne, L960; t-iske & Maddi, 196l
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Hebb & Thompson, L954; Leuba, 1955) in rvhích too much stimultation leads

to behavior directed at stimulus reduction, rvhile too 1ittle stimulation

leads to organism to increase stimufation. There are, however, great

dífferences among individuals ruith respect to the level of "optima1"

stimulation. These indÍvidual differences have been noted in response

to perceptual isofation (Zuckerman, Albright, Ilarks, & Mi11er, 1962),

preference for simplicity or complexity ín visual _stimuli 
(Bieri, 1961),

and preference for complexity and asymnretry on a figure preference test

(Holt & Goldberger, 1961) Zuckerman, Kolin, Price, & Zoob (1964) were

able to develop a questíonnaire scale to measure the postulated trait of

"optimal stimulation" after confirming their hypothesis that a general

factor of sensation seeking would emerge from responses to diverse items.

These investigators determined that Sensatíon-Seeking Scale (SSS) scores

dÍstinguish individuals who are highly sensitive to internal sensatÍons

of various types. They accomplished this by demonstrating a positive

relationship betrveen the SSS and field independence as measured by the

Embedded FÍgures Test since field independents are more responsive to

internal sensations than field dependents. The SSS consists of separate

scales for males and females and a common (,\'lF) scale. The Sensation-Seeking

(SS) tendency rvas si-gnificant for males on their respective scale (/L = .54,

p < .01) and on the Á'fF scale (r, = .49, p < .01), and for males and females

combined on the ÁiF scale (,r = .36, p < .C5). Although a tendency tor./ard

a positive relationship for f emales \^Tas eviclent, the correlations of .22

and .22 were not significant. The male scale of the SSS displayed moderate

relatibÍlity (n = .68, p < .01) as did rhe femaie scafe (rc = .74, p < .01).

The authors reported no sex differences on SS tendency as measured by the

common (Á'lF) scale.

Zuckerman, Ko1in, Price, & Zoob (1964) found a significant correlation
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of -.32 (p <.05) betr.'een SS tendency as assessed by the 22-item SS scale

used for both sexes, and anxiety as measured by the Muttiple Affect Adjective

check Líst (Zuckerman, Lubin, vogel, & valerius, 1964). This finding

supported the hypothesized SS tendencf involvÍng an enjoymeni of tension-

raísing sltuations, and along with the demonstrated positÍve relationship

between SS tendenc.v and field índependence provi-de construct validity for

the sensation seeking motive.

As well as sensation seeking, rnott.t ,r.tirUfu which was hypothesized

to be relevant with respect to the relationship between life stress and

neuroticism \^7as ego strength. This becomes clear if ego strength is

considered as a measure of general adaptive abilities of successful coping.

The Concept of Ego Strength

' Roessler (I973) suggested that one attribute of successful coping is

reality-testÍng, which is lhe ability to accurately appraise the nature

(desírability) and intensÍty (impact) of stimuli. The ability ro respond

to the need created by stimuli so as to fulfill the need Ís another attri-

bute of successful coping.

These perceptual and behavioral abilities are probabll'

largely learned and relatively stable. They are

probably also relatively general, although many coping

demands also requíre rhe highly specific skills, of

course. The interpersonal copÍng abilíties most

relevant to psychiatry include the ability to accurately

assess and respond to behaviour of others, whíle at the

same tÍme maintaining the integrit¡r of the constellation

of previously learned self-percepts called the ego.

The ability to maintain ego integrity is ego strengrh

(Roessler, I973, pp. 376-3L7).
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A study by Barron (1953) províded evidence for the utility of an

ego-strength (E¿) scale "as an assessment device in any situation where

some estimate of adaptability and personal resourcefulness is wanted"

(p. 327). Although the scale rvas developed for the purpose of predicting

response to psychotherapy, it appears to be a measure of effective personal

functioning or "ego-sLrength" (Barron, 1953). The Fá scale was composed

of 68 items f rom the lßfPI (lahls trom, & I^ielsh, 1960) , select.ed f rom a total

pool of 550 MMPI items. Test-retest reliability of the scale afler three

months in a sample of 30 cases was .72.

The Eó scale has been shown by Barron (1953) to correlate significantly

r^'ith Vitality (.:S¡, defíned as general energy level, and with Dríve (.41),

defined as persistence, resolution, perseverance, and directed energy.

As we1l, the scale showed 1ow but positive correlations r¿ith Self-confldence

(.24), Poise (.2+¡, and Breadth of Inreresr (.25). Significanr negarive

correlations that r¿ere found with the measures of Subnrissiveness, Efferni-

nancy, and Intraceptiveness are -.40, -.34, and -.34, respectively. High

scorers on the Eó scale emerged as more at ease socially, somewhat broader

cu1tural1y, and more adequate physicalty. Low-scoring men tended to be

submissÍve, effenrinate, and Ínclined to turn inrvards rather than to be

emotionally outgoing. The scale has demonstrated posÍtíve correlatÍons

with tests indícative of general intelligence such as the I,rlechsler-Bellevue

(rL = .44), the Primary Mental Abilíries tesr (rL = .36), rhe Inrellecrual

EfficÍency scale of the California Psychologícal Inventory (rL = .41 in

one sample and lL = .52 in another sample), and the Miller Analogies Test

(r' = .39). The finding of tirese positive relationships is consÍstent

rvith the belief that ego-determined behavior is íntelligent beiravior. The

scale is related to lack of ethníc prejudice as it correlates r.'ith the

Ethnocentrism Scale of Form 60 of the University of. California Public
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Opi-nion Study Questionnaire (n=-.47ín one sample, ÌL= -.46 ín a second

sample, and lL = -.23 in a third sarnple), and it correlates -.35 with the

Prejudice scale of the l"ß{PI. The scale also correlates .42 wÍth the

Tolerance scale of the CPI. High negative correlations were found betr¡een

the E¡ scale and most of the lMpr measures of psychopathology such as

Hypochondrlasis, Depression, Hysteria, psvchastenia, schizophrenia, and

Paranoia in the clínical samples. Barron (1953) çuggested that the scale

is related to generaf elevation of the l'frIPl profile, regardless of the

pa t tern.

Roessler (L973) stated that ego strength, if it is indeed a measure

of general adaptive abilities, would 1Íkely be related to most other

personality traits. This statement vras supported by the author's finding

of a number of significant correlations between ego strength and neurotícism

(-.73), repression-sensitization (-.75), anxiery (-.lo¡, field dependence

(-.:z) , irnpulsivíry (-.47), and self-conrrol (. 50) . These resul-rs demon-

strated the constrì.rct vafidity of the É¡ scale.

rt was hypothesized by Robbins, Tanck, and Meyersburg (rg7z) that

Índividuals who had higher l-evels of tension and lacked rhe psychologícal

means of effectively coping with tension woul-d be most likely to experience

somatic complaints. The hypothesis üras tested usÍng the E¿ scale and

tensions in the areas of achÍevement, sex, and autonomy. The authors

reported that all three tests of thís hypothesÍs rdere confirmed.

Since the Eó scale appears to be measuring constructive forces in

the personality, "it may serve as a predictor in any sÍtuation in which an

estimate of personal adaptabilit.v and resourcefulness is caIled for"

(Barron, 1953, p. 333). Thus, the measure of ego strength provided by

the Eó scale may be an important personality trait to consider Ín an inves-

ligation of the effects of 1Ífe stress.
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Hypo theses

Smíth et al. (1978) have demonstrated that the relationship betrveen

negative life change and psychological dÍstress is a function of the

sensation-seeking motíve. The sensation-seeking scale (Zuckerman, Kolín,

Price, 6, Zoob, L964) used in this study is a self-report measure of an

individual's "optimal level of stimulation". As r^¡ell as considering the

optimal stimulation level, it would appear to be necessary to consíder an

indivídual's level of adaptability or .opi-.rg ability as another variable

mediating between negatÍve life change and neuroticism. The ego-strength

scale (Barron, 1953) provides a valid measure of copíng behavior, Ínvolving

the ability to accurately assess and respond to environmental stimuli

while maíntaining the integríty of the ego.

The present study attempted to replicate the findings of previous

researchers by predicting the fol1owíng relationships betrueen the variables

life stress, neuroticism, and sensation seeking.

1. Subjects scoring relatively higher on the measure of negative

life change should have higher scores on the neuroticism measures than

subjects ivith lorver negatÍve life change scores.

2. HÍgher negative life change scores should be associated with

higher neuroticism scores for subjects scoring lower Ín the sensation-

seeking motive.

As r+ell, it was hypothesized by the present author, that the

association betr.reen negative 1ífe change and neuroticism could be more

fulJ-y understood by evaluating the variable ego strength.

3. Higher negative life change scores should be associated with

higher neLlroticism scores for subjects tending to have lorver scores on

the measure of ego strength,
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Me thod

Subj ects

The subjects were 160 introductory psychology students enrolled in

undergraduate courses at the LlnÍversity of Þlanitoba. Subjects received

course credit for participation in the study. FTom an ínitial sample of

166 sub j ects ' 6 sub j ects t^/ere not included in the data analysis due to

incomplete data. The final sample of 160 consisted of 88 males anð, 72

females. The age range was from 16 to 32, with a mean age of 19 years,

5 months. Further inspectíon of the demographic data indicated rhat 154

subjects were single, 5 subjects r./ere married, and l subject rvas separated.

Concerning subjects' employment status, 8 were employed fu11-time, 55 were

employed part-tíme, and 97 were unemployed. with respect to living

arrangements, 103 subjects indícated that they lived with a parent or

parents, 12 subjects indicated that they lived with a relative other than

parents, 29 subjects reported living rvich a friend, and 16 subjects

reported 1íving a1one. An analysis of data concerning socioeconorn:Lc

status revealed that the average yearly salary of both subjectsrparents

rvas in the range from $25,000. to $29,999., and that thís income supported

an average of 4.4 people.

Procedure

The subjects r¿ere Ínstructed that this was an experiment concerning

the relatíonsl'ríp bet¡veen life stress and a number of personality variables

(see Appendíx A).

Five test Ínstruments \^/ere admÍnistered in a group setting. The

instruments administered were the Life Experiences survey (l-ls¡, the

Ego-strength (L5) scale of rhe MMPI, rhe Sensarion-Seeking Scale (SSS),
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the Discomfort (Di) scale of the Psychological screening rnvenrory, and

the Baggaley-Riedel Neuroticism scale of the l'tr{PI.

The LES (Sarason et a1., 1978) is a 57-item scale requiring respondents

to indicate life events experienced during the previous year. Subjects

also indicate whether they considered these events desirable or undesirable,

and the degree of Ímpact the events had on their lives. The scale yields

both positíve and negatíve lífe change scores (see. Appendix B) .

The E¿ scale (Barron, 1953) is a 68-item sel-f-adinlnistered measure of

"ego strength" that provides an estimate of adaptability and personal

resourcefulness (See Appendix C).

The SSS (Zuckerman, Kolin, Price, & Zoob, 1964) is a 22-item self-

report measure which assesses a subjectrs "optímal" level of stimulation.

The optimal level of stimulation concerns the tendency to seek out

stimulation, rísk-taking, and novel actívities (see Appendix D).

The Di scale (Lanyon, 1970) is a 3O-item self-report measure of

psychological distress (see Appendix E).

The Neuroticism scale (Baggaley & Riedel, L966) is an l8-item self-

adnrinistered measure which assesses the general personality factor of

neuroticism (see Appendix F).

Background information was obtained concerning sex, age, marital

status, employment status, socÍoeconomic status, and conditions of

resídence (see AppendÍx G).

The order of presentation of the questionnaires was randonrized to

control for experimental bias. The LES r.las scored to yield both posi-tive

and negative life change scores, and the other measures \./ere scored uslng

standard scoring procedures. Subjects who failed to ans\.,ler 5Z or more of

the total number of Ítems on all questionnaires (with the exception of the

LES) rvere not incfuded in the data analysÍ_s.
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Results

The data r^ras analyzed through the use of multiple regressionf corre-

lation (IIRC) analysis v¡ith forward (stepwise) inclusion. This procedure

was used to isolate a subset of available predictor variabfes j-n order to

obtain an optimal prediction equation rvith as few terms as possible. The

predÍctor or independent variables (IVs) r^rere negative life change, positive

life change, ego strength, sensation seeking, and all 2-way interactions of

these variables, with t\ro measures of neuroticism as the dependent varíables.

The order of ínclusion of these independent variables was determined by their

respective contributions to explained varíance. The variable that explained

the greatest amount of variance in the dependent variable entered the

regression equation first. At each subsequent step ín the equation a

varíable entered that explained the greatest amount of variance Ín the

dependent variable left unexplained by the variable(s) already in rhe

equation (I(im t Kohour, I9l5).

With respect to the interrelationships among the main Índependent

variables, cohen and cohen (1975) have stated that "The coding of the

interaction contrast required the multiplication of the coding coeffícients

for the trvo main effects (x, and xr) , and the resulting X, could be Ínter-

preted as any other I\/ in an MRC analysis" (p. 29I). Interactíons, defíned

in thÍs manner as being carried by an IV ín IIRC analysis, may be studied

among quantitative scales, or among combinations of quantitatíve and norn-inal

scales (cohen & cohen, L975). Thus, all Z-way interactions of the main

independent variables in the present study tùere entered in the regressíon

equation as IVs in IÍRC analysis. As with the main independent variables,

the order of inclusion of these independent variables representing different

interactions rras deterrnined bf¡ their respective contributions to explaíned

variance.
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inìleans and standard

Table 1.

deviations of all test scaores are presented

Insert Table 1 about here

Table 2 presenLs Pearson correlation coefficients of all test scores

and significant probability values.

Insert Table 2 about here

The results shorved sÍgnificant posíti-ve correlations between negatíve

life stress and the Di measure of neuroticism, and betrueen negative life

stress and the IßÍPI measure of neuroticism. These results confirmed the

hypothesis that subjects r¿ho scored relatively higher on the negative life

change measure had higher scores on the measures of neuroticism than subjects

wíth lower negatj-ve life change scores. Thus, an increase Ín the amount of

negative life stress appeared to be related to increasing levels of neurotic

symp tomatology.

A significant positive correlation r+as evidenced betrveen the'D¿ measure

of neuroticism and the I'OlPf measure of neuroticism. Results showed a smal1

but significant positive correlation between the sensation-seeking tendency

and ego strength, and a smal1 but significant negative correlation between

ego strength and negative 1Ífe stress. SignifÍcant negative correlations

rn'ere shown betrveen ego strength and the Di measure of neurotici-sm, and

between ego s trength and the IßÍPI rneasure of neuroticism.

Insert Table 3 about here
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Table 3 presents the multiple regression equation of ego strength

and negative life stress on the Dí measure of neuroticism. Table 4

presents the multiple regressÍon equation of ego strength and negative

life stress on the MÌ'{PI measure of neuroticism. The multiple Rs indícated

that ego strength and negative life stress, in combination accounted for

Insert Table 4 about here

30.242 of the total varÍance in the Dí neuroticísm measure, and 26.192 of.

the total variance in the MMPI neurotícism measure. Both of these results

rùere s tatis tically sígnif icant, as \.vere the índívÍdual contributions of ego

strength (28.I2",1) and negative life stress (2.06"/.) ro rhe total variance

in the Dí measure of neurotícism, and the individual contribution of ego

strength (25.557!) to the total variance in the MMPI measure of neuroticism.

Negative life stress explained only an additionaL 0.64"Á of the variance in

the I'OIP I neu.roticism measure, a result that was not signifícant. positive

life stress, sensation seeking, and all 2-way interactions of the independent

variables failed to provide significant individual contríbutions to the total

varÍance in either neuroticísm measures. Therefore, the hypotheses that ego

strength and sensatíon seeking function as moderator variables in the rela-

tionship between negatÍve life stress and neuroticism \rere not supported

by the present findÍngs.

Dís cussion

The introduction of negatÍve life change Ínto the relatíonship between

ego strength and neuroticism (Di scare) added significantly, though

modestly, to the predictability of neuroticism as assessed by Lanyonrs

Discomfort sca1e. rf negative life change had been forced. into the
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Prediction equation before ego strength, the negative life change variable

rvould have accounted for more than the 2.062 represented in Table 3, namely

7.087 of the variance in the D¿ measure of neuroticism. This would occur

because negative fife change and ego strength explaín coilrmon variance in

the dependent variable. By entering negative life change fj-rst, this

coflrmon variance (5.027.) would be absorbed by the negative life change

variable, thereby increasing the predictive po\4rer .of this variable while

decreasing that of ego strength. Similarll', even though negatÍve life

change independently explained 3.922 of the variance in the MMpI measure

of neuroticism, the negative life change variable explained only an addi-

Èional 0.642 of the variance in the lflfPl neuroticism measllre after ego

strength had entered the prediction equation (see Table 4).

A number of researchers have reported findings which fail to support

a strong relationship between sressing life events and evidence of illness

or maladjustment (Aponte & Mi1ler, r972; Bieliauskas, 1980; Bielíauskas &

I^Jebb, L974: Goldberg & comsrock, L976; Lahniers & hTtrite, rgj6; Spilken &

Jacobs, r97L; wershoru & Rinehart, r9j4). Results of the present study

appear to lend sone suPport to their findíngs. The subjects used in tlris

sludy had relatively l-ow levels of negative lífe stress overall, which may

have contributed to the failure to find a stronger relationshíp between

negative life sLress and the subjectst scores on tv/o neuroticism scales.

Thus, in a college population such as the one presently studÍed, Ít may be

necessary to use different measures such as subjects?dai1.v "hassles" in

order to clarÍfy the relationship betrveen negative life change and neuro-

ti cism.

Kanner, coyne, schaefer, and Lazarus (in press) compared life events

th the more nrinor hassl-es and uplifts of everyday life for the prediction

psychological symptoms. Using a community sample of middle-aged adults,

wí

of
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these researchers found theír Hassles Scale to be a better predictor of

concurrent and subsequent psychological symptoms than were life event scores.

Most of the variance in symptoms accounted for by life events \^/as shared

with the Hassles Sca1e, and hassles and symptoms remained significantly

correlated when the effects of life event scores rvere removed. Although

uplifts rüere not related to symptoms for men, a positive relationship was

evidenced for tuomen. Further analysis showed that this positíve relation-

ship could be accounted for by cornmon variance iuith the hassles score

(Kanner et al., in press).

Kanner et al. (Ín press) have proposed that hassles (and uplÍfts) may

act as mediators of the effect of major life events on adaptational outcomes.

It may ai-so hold true that hassles operate independently of major life

events, wíth the possibÍlity that hassles are of more importance than life

events in the relationship with neuroticism.

The variable ego strength clearly had an impact on neurotic symptoma-

tology, both J-ndependently and in combination with negative life change.

However, the present findings indicated that ego strength rüas moïe strongly
related to neuroticism than was negatíve 1i_fe change.

Garríty, Somes, and l{arx (I917) statethat personalÍty

may also be thought of as a variable which may have

causative influence on life change. personality

traits may predispose one to more or less life

change, especially the sort r¿hÍch comes under

voluntary control such as change of residence or

job. Personal_ity profile is not a varÍable which

ís eíther prior or subsequent in its relatÍonship

f_o life change, but may well be both (p. 29).

From this, one mÍght speculate that ego strength may have had causative
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influence on the negative life change scores. In other words, the finding

that ego strength was inversely related to negative fife stress could have

been due to the possibility that higher levels of ego strength predi-spose

one to less negative life change. Another alternate explanation could be

that those higher ln ego strength, being better able to cope ivith changes

in their environment, did not construe as many life changes as being

negative Ín qualÍty than did those lower ín ego st:ength.

One possible explanation for the present finding of a significant

relatÍonship between ego strength and neuroticism could be that subjects

who are lor¿er in ego strength are more prone to vrhat Mechanic (L976) has

described as illness behavíor. That is, the higher levels of neurotic

synTptomatology reported by those subjects \^rere not due to a relative

inabílity to cope tuith a str:essful environment'rbut that they simply want

to act and be treated as if they are sick and thereby r¿ithdraw from a lífe

situation experienced as too stressful" (Kobasa, L979, p.10). This

possible distortion of the questionnaire data by subjects engaging in

illness behavior could have influenced the measure of neuroticism

provided by Lanyonrs Discomfort scale as this measure contains a number

of items pertaining to physical well-being. Horvever, the results

obtained by the present study cannot be completely explalned by the

concePt of illness behavior as the MMPI neuroticism scale does not contain

any items directly related to physícal health.

The ego-strength scale and the luS{PI measure of neuroticism have trvo

ítems in common. This may have contributed somei^¡hat to the finding of a

sÍgnifícant relationship betrveen the two measures.

\^,rith respect to the relationship betrveen life stress and neuroiíc

symptomatology, it may be that neuroticism ís related to stress of life

change thresholds. As the colfege population that was examÍned in this



study displayed relatively 1or,.r amounts of both positive and negative life

change, the threshold required for a stronger relationship to be evidenced

betrueen negatÍve life change and neuroticísm may not have been reached.

rn the present study, the personality variable of ego strength takes

precedence in the relationship r,rith the neuroticism measures. However, rve

ma1' find that negalive life change becomes more primary in the relatÍonship

r+ith neuroticism as the levels of life stress increase in different popu-

lations under scrutíny.

In a recent study, Bieliauskas (1980) examined professional aid-seekÍng

for psychological or medical reasons by 80 firefighters. The impact of

physiologically measured stress and psychological defensiveness on the

relationship betrveen life events and professíonal aid-seeking \,ras determined

for a retrospective períod of six months and a prospectíve period of eight

weeks. The author suggested that the finding of no significant relationship

beEv¡een any of the response measures, SRRS, ¡ßæI K scale from the I'fini-Mul t

(Kincannon, 1968), and seventeen-hydroxycortícosteriod (17-OHCS), and

indices of aid-seeking imply that relationships between stress and illness

are questÍonable in lor+-stress, low-maladjustment populations. Bieliauskas

concluded the.t the subject population of firefighters under study was

1ike1y at a generally low leve1 of stress and had generally low overafl

quantitative levels of maladjustment. He interpreted the results of hís

study as supportive of the concept that physical or psychological illness

onset is influenced by a life change threshold effect.

The possibility of a "threshold effect" for the relationshíp between

life stress and subsequent illness manifestation r,ras suggested by Wildman

and Johnson (L977), and has receíved support from a number of other recent

investÍgations (crandall and Lehman, 1977; Theorell, r976; wÍldman, 1978).
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Tnsert Figure I about here

Figure I presents a modef for the degree of relationship with

neuroticism of negative life change and ego strength. rn this mode1, an

intermediate refationship displayed when the amount of negative Iife

change is below threshold and ego strength is 1ow would be prímari11z due

to the ego strength variable. An intermediate relltionshíp evidenced

when the amount of negative l-ife change is above threshold and ego strength

Ís high rvould be largely attributed to the life stress variable. A high

relationship occurríng ruhen negative 1ífe change is above threshold and

ego strength is low rvould likely be ínfluenced by both the life stress and

ego strength variables. Future research ivi1l need to examine populations

with both high and 1ow levels of negatíve life change to deter¡nine if the

model that has been proposed is tenable. Until that time, the results of

the present study emphasize the importance of personality variables such

as ego strength in the area of life stress research.

A number of stuCíes concerned with the construct validity of "ego

strength" measures (Frank, 1967; Gottesman, rg5g; Harmon, 19BO; stein &

Chu, L967) have suggested "the complexity of ego functíonÍng and the need

for further investigation of the patterns of ego functioning that seem

to comprise mental health and illness" (Herron, GuÍdo, & Kantor, 1965,

p. 404) .

Severaf research investigations have used Barronts (1953) measure

of ego strength to exarnine the complex patterns of ego functioning. A

stud.v by Harmon (1980) related Barron's Eó scale to the Edwards Personal

Preference Schedule (Edruards, 1959), the Tolerance Scale of the California

Psychological Inventory (Gough, 1957) , and the Practical Outlook Scale of
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the Omnibus Personalit.v Inventor.v (Heist & Yonge, 196B) using a sample of

80 normaL adult \À;omen. ller results shov;ed signif icant correlatíons (p < .05)

between Ego Strength and Dominence (.19), Abasement (.-.44), Tolerance (.69),

and Practical Outlook (-.lZ¡. The author concluded that the Eó scale's

"lack of significant correlations rvith most of the personality needs to the

Edrvards Personal- Preference Schedule suggests that the test ís not differen-

tiating people on the basis of their specific personality profiles" (Harrnon,

1980, p. 435) .

stein and chu (1967) used a sample of 310 subjects composed of 70

schÍzophrenÍc, 150 anxietv reaction, and 90 normal subjects matchecl for

age and education in a cfuster analysís of the E'5 scale. Although five

oblique clusters emerged, it r.ras found usíng a hÍerarchÍcal analysis that

the first three clusters (emotional, cognitive, and physical well-being)

could be combined in a single 28-item cluster which the authors cal1ed

"sense of rvell-being". This condensed cluster was found to have a refia-

bí1it1' of ' 90 and a generalit-v of "66. The well-beÍng clusters displayed

consistent signifícant mean differences between the abnormal and normal

groups in both the original sample and in a replicated sample of 100

psychiatric and 100 normal subjects. The clusters called "religious

nonbelief and nonparticipatior¡" and "seeking heterosexual stimulation and

escape from boredom" did not consístently differentiate between psychiatric

and nonpyschiatric subjects across the original and replícated samples.

comparísons of mean differences betrveen the abnormal subgroups (150

anxiety reactions, and 70 schizophrenics composed of 32 paronoid and 38

other schizophrenics) r+ere inconsistent for all clusters.

Frank (1967) reviewed researcl-r conducted rvith Barron's Eó scale and

ivith two measures of ego strength derived from the Rorschach (the Prognostic

Rating Scafe and F+; Rorscl-rach, 1951). He concluded that the Eó scale is
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linrited to measuring the presence or absence of psychopathology, as it

does not appear to be able to discrimlnate among types of pathology.

Horvever, based on the findings reported by various researchers (Frank, 1967;

Harmon' 1980; Stein & Chu, 1967) , the E¿ scale may have practical utility

as a screenÍng device for differentiating "at risk" groups in "normalt'

populations. Further research is needed to investigate this possibility.

The results of the present study also have Ímplications for treatment

sLrategies employed with some clients in clinical practice. In a study

of 43 male college students, Artwohl (1,979) found a sígnificant correlation

of -.4r2 (p..oos) berween scores on the Eá scale and Rotrer's (1966)

Locus of Control Scale. This result supported the authorrs hypothesís

that individuals who score higher on the Eó scale tend to have an internal

locus of control, rahíle indíviduals who score lower on the Eá scale tend

to have an external locus of control. Artwohl suggested that this finding

"supports the utílity of fostering internality as a therapeutic goal for

some clients rvith an external orientation" (rg7g, p. 4gB). The finding

of the present study that índividuals who are higher in ego strength have

lorver neuro Licism scores appears to lend addítional support to Artr,Tohl t s

suggestion. A treatment strategy which pursues the therapeutic goal of

internality for clients with an external orientatíon may develop higher

levels of ego strength in those clients, wíth the possÍble associated

benefits of lower levels of neurotic symptomatology.

Flurley (1980) used 6O college students (37 females and 23 males) to

study the effects of hypnotic treatment, biofeedback treatnent, trophotlopic

(relaxatíon) treatment, and a control condition on three dependent measures:

anxiety, ê8o strength, and locus of control. Subjects rvere adminj-stered

the rPAT Anxiety scale (cattell & Scheier,1963), the Ego-strength scare

(Barron, 1953), and the Locus of control scale (Rotter , 1966) both prior
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to and following an 8-rveek training period. During Lhis period, the three

self-regulatory techniques lùere employed in experimental groups that met

separately for 60 minutes once a i+eek. A series of covariance analyses

indicated that hypnosis significantly lowered subjects' anxiety levels
(p <.Ot), and Íncreased subjectsr ego strength (¡l <.01). The biofeedback

training group was also effective in increasing ego strength scores

(p t .01), and the two techniques did not appear tp differ in their effec-

tiveness for improving ego strength. No other significant treatment effects

were found. As an increase in ego strength has been shown to be related

to lower levels of neuroticism by the present study, the use of hypnotic

and bíofeedback treatments may be effective in increasing ego strength

and subsequently reducing neuroticism. ThÍs may also have treatment impli-

cations for a "patientt' population as well as a "healthy" populatíon. More

research with both populatíons concerning the complex relationships of

ego strength is presently indícated.
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Table 1

Scale scores (N = 160)

Scal-e s3t,1

Neuroticisn (Dí)

Neuro tícism (l'ßfPI )

Negative life stress

Positive life stress

Ego strength

Sensation seeking

8.025

4. s69

7.3r9

8.23I

46. 47 5

II. 57 5

4 .092

J. UbJ

7.069

6.L99

5 .4r7

3 .609
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Table 3

Cumulative R-squares, individual R-squares,

coefficÍents and probabí1ity values of

neuroticisnr (Di scale; N

s tandardi zed regression

IÍRC predictors of

= 160)

Variables Cumulative R2 rndividual R2 S tandardi zed

regression

coefficient

Ego strengrh (Eó)

Negative life stress (Wt S¡

Positive life srress (pLS)

Sensatíon seeking (SS)

NLS by El

NLS b1z S S

E.l uy ss

NLS by PLS

PLS by El

0. 2B1B't

0.3024;'

0. 3150't

0. 3201,'.

^ 
aal 

^-r-u. )J4¿^

0. 3401't

0 .3420,Y

0 .3443,r

0. 3468't

0. 2818x

0. 0206âr*

0 .0126

0. 0051

0. 0141

0. 0059

0. 0019

0.0023

0. 00 25

-0.29].3

0.9109

-0.6093

0. 4897

-1.0102

0. 1950

-0. s438

0. 1326

0.4215

.01

.0s

:\- l't <

;!;." p <
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Cumulative

coef

R-squares,

ficients and

neuro ticism

Table 4

individual R-squares,

probability values of

(Baggaley-Riedel If'fPI

s tandardized regressíon

MRC predictors of

scal-e; ÄJ = 160)

Variables ')
Cumulative R' Individual R2 S tandardi zed

regress Íon

coeffi cient

Ego strength (A) 0.2555t,

Negatíve life srress (NLS) 0.26I9-x

Positive life srress (PLS) 0"2646x

NLS by PLS 0"2795,Y

NLS by Sensation seeking (SS) 0.2818't

SS 0" 2853't

NLS by Eó 0"287Lt,

PLS by Eó 0.2884'r

PLS by SS 0.2885''.

0.2555),

0. 0064

0 .0027

0. 0149

0.0023

0.0035

0. 0018

0. 0013

0.0001

-0. 4906

o " r24B

0.3ssB

-0.2363

-0.3472

0. 0844

0. 4r7 5

-0.326s

0. 04 70

o P t .01
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Instructions to Subjects

This is a study concerning the relatíonship between life stress and

a number of personality variables. Although some of the questions may

not specifically apply to you at the present time, it ís important that

you tr_v to ansr,rer all the questions as best you can.

Please place your name and student number on the fírst page of each

questionnaire. All research data will be kept strÍctly confj_dential.

Thank you for your cooperation.
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The Lífe Erperience Survey

LisLed below are a number of events r+hich sometimes bring about

change in the lives of those rvho experience them and which necessitate

social readjustment. Please check those events rvhich you have experiencecl

in the recent Past and indicate the time period during r.rhich you have

experienced each event. Be sure that all check marks are dírectfy across

from the items they correspond to.

A1so, for each item checked below, please índicale the extent to r^¡hich

you viewed the event as having either a positive or negative impact on

your life at the time the event occurred. That ís, indicate the type and

extent of the ímpact that the event had. A rating of -3 would Índicate an

extremely negatÍve impact. A rating of 0 suggests no impact either positive
or negative. A rating of *3 would indicate an extremely positive impact.

Section f
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+3

+1

+2

+2

+l

+1

+1

0

0

0

I

a_L

.) +2

1.

)

llarriage

Detention in jail
or comparable
ins titution

Death of spouse

Ifaj or change in
sleeping habits
(rnuch more or
much less sleep)

_J -1 +3

).

a_J

-3

-1

-1

L-

1
-J

a -1 +1 T: +3
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0

to
6mo

7mo
to

1yr
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Death of close
family member:

a. mother

b. father

c. broLher

d. sister

e. grandmother

f. grandfather

g. other (specÍfy)

Major change in
eatíng habits (much
more or much less
food intake)

Foreclosure on
mortgage or loan

Death of close friend

Outstanding personal
achievement

10. Minor larv violations
( traffic tickets ,
disturbing the peace,

\eLu../

11. Ifale: Wífe/girlfriendrs
pregnancy

1a
-J _L

1a
-J _L

-J -¿

1a
-J -¿

-3 -2

-3 -2

-3 -2

+1 +2 +3

+1 +2 +3

+1 +2 +3

+1 +2 +3

+l +2 +3

+1 +2 +3

+1 +2 +3

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6.

7.

-1 +3+2+1-3 a

aa
-) -L

-3 -28.

o

-10+1+2+3

-10+l+2+3

-2-10+l+2+3

-2-10+t+2+3

!2+1+1-1-2-1

+3+2+1-1_J

-3
a_J

_L

L2.

13.

Female: Pregnancy

Changed rvork situati<¡n
(different work respon-
sibility, major change
in working condítÍons,
working hours, etc.) -J

a_L -1 +1 +2 +J
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I4. Nelv job

15. Seríous íllness or
injury of close
famíly member

a. father

b, mother

c. sister

d. brother

e. grandfather

f. grandmother

g. spouse

h. other (specify)

1,6. Sexual difficulties

17. Trouble with employer
(in danger of losing
job, beíng suspended,
demoted, etc. )

18. Trouble with in-laws

L9. Ifajor change in
financial status (a
lot better off or a
1ot worse off)

20. Major change in
closeness of
family members
(increased or
decreased close-
ness)

a_J -1

aa1

-3 -2 -1

-3 -2 -1

-3 -2 -1

-3 -2 -1

-3 -2 -1

-3 -2 -1

-3 -2 -1

aô

+1 +2 +3

+1 +2 +3

+1 +2 +3

+1 +2 +3

+1 +2 +3

+1 +2 +3

+1 +2 +3

J--1 L1 a I
IL IJ

+1 +2 +3

+3+2+1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0+1+2+3

0+1+2+3
-3

1
-J

-2 -1

-2 -1

a?
IJ-f1+1-laa

-J

a_J a -1 +1 +2 +3
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+1

+1

0-1

-1

-1

_L

_L

I_L

-J

a-)

-3

+1

+10

-1

-1

a

-L

-3

-J

2I .Gainingane\../
fanrily member
(through birth,
adoption, family
member moving in,
etc. )

22. Change of resídence

23, Marítal separation
from mate (due to
conflic t )

24. I{ajor change in
church activitíes
(increased or
decreased atten-
dance)

25. Marital reconcili-
ation with mate

26. Ifajor change in
number of arguments
with spouse (a 1ot
more or a lot less
arguments )

27. Married male:
Change inlvifets
rvork outsÍde the
home (beginning
work, ceasing
work, changing to
a new job, etc. )

28. I'farried female:
Change in husband's
rvork (loss of job,
beginning new job,
retirement, etc. )

0

0

0

0

+2

+2

+3

-1-J

+2 +3

+2 +3

+1 +2 +3

+2-f- 
-L-1a

-1
a-) +3

+2 -fJ-3 a_L +10-1

a_J 1-¿ -1 +1 +l t1
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29. Ifajor change in
usual- type and/or
amount of recreation

30. Borrowing more than
$10,000 (buyÍng home
busíness, etc. )

Borrowing less than
$10,000 (buyÍng car,
TV, getting school
1oan, etc. )

a
-J

-3

a
-J

I
-J

-3

a- -)

-1

0

r2

+2 +3

+3

+3

+3

+3

+3

32. Being

33. lfale:
having

fired from job

Wife/ gírlfriend
abortion

+l

+2

+2

+2

+2

+1

+1

0

-1

-1

-1

-1

--l

J4

a

_L

a

+1

+1

+1

Female: Having
abortion

35. Major personal
illness or injury

36. Major change ín
social activiLíes,
e. g. , partíes,
movies, visiting
(increased or
decreased partici-
pation)

37 . llajor change in
1íving conditÍons
of fanr-ily (building
new home, remodeling,
deterioration of
home, neighborhood,
etc. )

38. Divorce

39. Serious injury or
illness of close
friend

-1

+2+1-1I_L

+2

+l

+1

+1

-1

1

1_J

-3

-1,

-l

0a- -) -2 -1 +1 +2 +3
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10. Retirement from work

4L. Son or daughter
leaving home (due to
marriage, college,
etc. )

l^4¿. End of formal
s choo ling

43. Separation from
spoì.rse (due to
work, travef, etc.)

44. Engagement

45. Breaking up ivith
boyfriend/ gÍ11 friend

46. Leaving home for
the first time

47. Reconciliation
rui th b o¡r f ri end /
gi r1 friend

Other recent experiences
which have had an ímpact
on your life. List and
rate.

+Õ.

49.

50.

Section 2: Student 0n1v

51. Beginning a nerd school
experience at a higher
a cademi c l eve I ( c.o 11e ge,
graduate scilool, pro-
fessional school, etc. )

--) _') 0 +3+2+1-1

-2

',)

a_L

n
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a_J

a
-J

-3

-t

-1

0

+f

+t

I1

+1

+1

+1 +2 +3

+2 +3

+2 +3

1_J
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-1 0

-1 0
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53.

54.

55.

56.

(?

58.

qo

Changing to a ne\^l
school at same
acadern-ic level
(undergraduate,
graduate, efc.)

Academic probation

Being dísmíssed
from dormitory or
other residence

FaÍ1ing an impor-
tant exam

Changing a major

Failing a course

Dropping a course

JoínÍng a frater-
ni ty/sororÍ ty

a
-J

a
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1_J

-3

a
-J

a_J
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0
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60. Financial problems
concerníng school
(in ,ðanger of not
having sufficient
money to continue) -3
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Barront s Fá Scale

True False

1. A B Ihaveagoodapoetite.

2. A B I have diarrhea once a month or more.

3. A B At tíme I have fits of laughing and crying that I
cannot control.

4. A B I find it hard to keep my mind on a task or job.

5. A B I have had very peculiar and strange experiences.

6. A B I have a cough most of the time.

7. A B I seldom \^.ïorry about my health.

8. A B }ly sleep is fitful and disturbed.

9. A B When I am with people, I am bothered by hearíng very
queer things.

10. A B I am in just as good physical health as most of my friends.

11. A B Everything is turning out just líke the prophets of the
Bíb1e said it would.

12. A B Parts of my body often have feelíngs like burning,
tingling, crawling, or like "going to s1eep".

13. A B I am easily dor,'ned in an argument.

14. A B I do many things which I regret afterwards (I regret things
more or more often than others seem to).

15. A B I go to church almost every week.

16, A B I have met problems so full of possibilities that I have
been unable to make up my mind about them.

I1. A B Some people are so bossy that I feel like doing the
opposite of rvhat they request, even though l know they
are right.

18. A B I like collecting flowers or growing house plants.

19. A B Ilíketocook.

20. A B During the past fe$, years I have been r¿e11 most of the
time.

2L. A B I have never had a fainting spell.
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True False

22. A B l{hen I get bored, I like to stir up some excitement.

23" A B l{y hands have not become clumsy or awkward.

24. A B T feel rveak all over much of the time.

25. A B I have had no díffículty in keeping my balance in walking.

26. A B Iliketoflirr.

27. A B I believe my sins are Llnpardonable.

28. A B I frequently find rys.ff rorrying about something.

29. A B Ilikescience.

30. A B I like to ralk about sex.

31. A B 1 get mad easily and then get over Ít soon.

32. A B Ibroodagreatdeal.

33. A B r dream frequently about things that are best kept to
mys e1f .

34. A B lfy way of doing things is apt to be misunderstood by others.

35. A B I have had blank spells in r¡hich my activities rvere inter-
rupied and I did not know what was going on around me,

36 " A B I can be friendly with people who do things I consíder
rùrong.

37. A B If I were an artist, I would like to drar+ flowers.

38. A B Irrhen I leave home, I do not \^/orry about whether the d.oor
is locked and the windows closed.

39. A B At times I hear so well it bothers me.

40. A B Often I cross the street in order rÌot to meet someone I see.

4L. A B I have strange and peculiar thoughts.

42. A B Sometimes I enjoy hurting persons I love.

43. A B Sometimes some unirnportant thought will run through my
mind and bother me for davs"

44. A B I am not afraid of fires.

45. A B I seldom r.rorry about my health.
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True False

46. A B l{hen someone says si11y or ignorant thíngs about something
I know, I try to set him right.

47 . A B I feel unable to tell anyone all about nryself.

48. A B My plans have frequently seemed so ful1 of difficultíes
that I have had to give them up.

49. A B I would certainl¡z enjoy beatlng a crook at his o\^rn game.

50. A B I have had some ver), unusual religious experiences.

51. A B One or more members of my family is very nervous.

52. A B I am attracted to member of the opposite sex.

53. A B The man who had most to do with me when I \ùas a child
(such as my father, step-f ather, etc. ) \^ras very strict
rví th me.

54. A B Chríst performed niracles such as changing \^/ater into rvine.

55. A B I pray several times every week.

56. A B r feel sympathetic towards people ruho tend to hang on
to theír grief and troubles.

57. A B I am afrald of finding myself Ín a closet or smal1 closed
p1ace.

58. A B Dirt frightens me.

59. A B I think Lincoln r^/as greater than l^lashíngton.

60. A B In my home rve have always had the ordinary necessíties
(such as enough food, clothing, etc. ) .

6L. A B I am made nervous by certain animals.

62. A B My skin seems to be unusually sensitíve to touch.

63. A B I feet tired a good deal of rhe tíme.

64. A B I never attend a sexy sholv if I can avoíd it.

65. A B If I were an artíst, I rvould like to drarv chíldren.

66. A B T sometimes feel that I am about to go to pieces.

67. A B I have often been frightened in the núddle of the nighr.

68. A B I very much like horseback riding.
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Items for SS Scale: Form II

1. A. I would like a job which would requíre a 1ot of traveling.
B. I woul-d prefer a job in one location.

2. A. I am invigorated by a brisk, cold day.
B. I can't wait to get Ínto the indoors on a cold day.

3. A. I often wish I could be a mountai-n climber.
B. I can't understand people who risk their necks climbing mountains.

4. A. I dislike all body odors. '
B. I like some of the earthly body smells.

5. A. I get bored seeíng the same old faces.
B. I like the comfortable farn-iliaríty of everyday friends.

6. A. r like to explore a strange city or section of town by myself,
even if it means getting lost.

B. I prefer a guide when I am in a place I don't know well.

7. A. I would not like to try any drug r,¡hich nr_ight produce strange
and dangerous effects on me.

B. I would líke to try some of the new drugs that produce hallucinations.

B. A. I would prefer living in an ideal society where everyone is safe,
secure, and happy.

B. I rvould have preferred living in the unsettled days of our history.

9. A. I sometimes líke to do things that are a l-ittle frightening.
B. A sensible persorr avoids activitíes that are dangerous.

10. A. I would like to take up the sport of water skiing.
B. I would not like to take up \^/ater skiing.

11. A. idhen I go on a trip I like to plan my route and tímetable
fairly carefully.

B. I would like to take off on a trip rvith no preplanned definite
routes, or timetables.

12. A. I would like to learn to f1y an aírplane.
B. I woufd not like to learn to f1y an airplane.

13. A. The most irnportant goal of life is to live it to the fullest
and experience as much of it as you can.

B. The most ímportant goal of life is to find peace and happiness.

14. A. I r+ould not like to be hypnorized.
B. I would líke to have the experience of being hypnotized.

15. A" I r,¡ould like to try parachute jumping.
B. r would never \^/ant to try jumpíng out of a plane, with or without

a parachute.
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16. A. I enter cold rvater gradually giving myself tlme to get used to it.
B. I like to dive or jump right into the ocean or a cold pool.

17. A. I prefer friends who are excitingly unpredictable.
B. T prefer friends who are reliable and predÍctable.

18. A. trrrhen I go on a vacation I prefer the comfort of a good room and
b ed.

B. Ithen I go on a vacation I would prefer the change of camping out.

L9. A. The essence of good art is in its clarity, syrnmetry of form,
and harmony of colors.

B. I often find beauty in the "clashing" colors and irregular forms
of modern paintings

20. A. I prefer people who are emotionally expressive even if they are
a bít unstable.

B. I prefer people who are calm and even tempered.

2I. A. A good painting should shock or jolt the senses.
B. A good painting should give one a feeli-ng of peace and securÍty.

22. A. People r¿ho ride motorcycles must have some kind of an unconscious
need to hurt themselves.

B. I would líke to drive or ride on a motôrnrzlo
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PSI Items for the 0i Scale

True False

1. A B Iamusuallyhappy.

2, A B I guess I am not very efficient.

3. A B I forget things more quickly noraadays.

4, A B I don't get sick very often.

5. A B LThen I sleep I toss and turn.

6. A B I often find it hard to concentrate.

7. A B I think there is something \"/rong rvith my memory.

8. A B I am pretry healthy for my age.

9. A B I am tempted to sleep to much.

10. A B I am easily distracted from a task.

11. A B Ihavealotofenergy.

L2. A B I rarely or never get headaches .

13. A B lluch of my life is uninteresting.

14. A B Sometimes I am no good for anything at all.

15. A B Ifrequentlyfeelnauseated.

16. A B I am often tired during the day.

17 . A B My health is no problem for me.

18. A B lyly apperite is very healthy.

L9. A B I have little confidence in myself.

20. A B I rarely wake up tired.

2I. A B I feel isolated from other people"

22. A B People often embarrass me.

23. A B I can usually judge rvhat effect I rvill have on others.

24. A B I rarely stumble or tríp when f walk.
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True False

25. A B Iseldomfeelfrightened.

26. A B My strength often seenìs to drain away from me.

27. A B Sometj-mes I r¿ish I could control myself better.

28. A B I rarely feel anxious in my stomach.

29. A B Occasionally I feel dízzy or lÍghtheaded.

30. A B At times I feel Í/orn out for no special reason.
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Baggaley and Riedel Scale

True False

1. A B My daily life is ful1 of things that keep me interested.

2. A B My sleep is fitful and disrurbed.

3. A B I wish I could be as happy as others seem to be.

4. A B llost of the time I feel blue.

5. A B I am certainly lacting in 
""ff-.orl¡idence.

6. A B I usually feel thar life is worrh while.

7. A B I am happy most of the time.

B. A B r believe that my home life is as pleasant as that of
most people I know.

9. A B CritlcÍsm or scolding hurts me terribly.

10. A B I certainly feel useless at tímes.

11. A B Most nÍghts r go to sleep without thoughts or ideas
bothering me.

12- A B Sometimes, when embarrassed, I break out in a s\,reat which
annoys me greatly.

13. A B r enjoy many different kinds of pray and recreation.

14. A B Ibroodagreatdeal.

15. A B r think that r feel more intensely than most people.do.

16. A B Even when I am rvÍth people I feel lonely much of the time.

17. A B I am more sensitive than most other people.

18. A B I am inclÍned to take things hard.
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NAl"fl

STUDENT /I

Confidential Background Information

S eparated Divorced

4. Employment Status: Fu1l-time Part- time

Unemployed

5. hrhat is the combined yearly salary of both your parents?
(check one only)

1. Age

2. Sex (please check one) I4a1e

3. lfarital Status: Single

0 - $4 ,999

$10,000 - $14,999

$20,000 - s24,ggg

$30,000 - $34,999

$40,000 - ç44,999

Married

$5,ooo - $9,999

$15,000 - $19,999

$25,000 - $2g,g9g

$35,000 - $39,999

$45,000 and over

Female

Common-law

Widowed

6. How many people does this income support?

7. a. Do you live with your parent(s)?

b. Do you live with a friend or friends?

c. Do you live alone?


